A confident retirement plan

a typical Retirement planning horizon is at least 30 years
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Source: Just (South Africa)

10% of males live to age 95 and 10% of females live to age 100

Budget separately to manage the trade-offs in retirement
As a priority, plan to have a retirement income for life to cover your essential
expenses, and those of your spouse and financial dependants, allowing for inflation,
any anticipated reduction in lifestyle and increase in medical and frail care costs over time.

Higher drawdown
during transition to
“Essential Lifestyle”

Trade off

Essential Expenses for life
(food, accommodation, medical, transport,
insurance etc.)

+ Income Legacy for spouse and/or dependants

Plan for additional income in the early,
more active years of retirement

Rainy
day

Capital
gifts

If finances permit, allow for unplanned
costs or capital gifts for beneficiaries

Your investment strategy on these flexible components depends on whether you can adjust
to lower income in adverse investment markets

Using just lifetime income to fund
essential expenses and income legacy

Just Lifetime
income (JULI)

• Guaranteed for life and expected to grow in line with inflation
• Priced using average life expectancy, 13 years less than
retirement planning horizon
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Just lifetime income sustains higher consumption in retirement at lower risk

13 years
free income*

translates into

Guaranteed return

Guaranteed underpin

2,5% p.a

beats
inflation

above linked balanced
portfolio, after fees*

in adverse markets*

* Calculated over a 30 year retirement planning period

Income never reduces in adverse markets and annual increases are smoothed
You can provide an Income Legacy that covers essential expenses for
your spouse’s life and others while financially dependent on your income

Ask your adviser for more information or visit justsa.co.za
we believe you deserve a fair and just retirement
We offer guaranteed lifetime income solutions that provide financial certainty and protection from
outliving your assets.
We partner with best-of-breed asset managers and administrators to provide an enhanced value
proposition and customer experience.
The information contained in this document is for information purposes only and it should not be regarded as advice as defined in the Financial Advisory and
Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002, or any form of advice in respect of the policy, retirement, tax, legal or other professional service. You are encouraged to seek
advice from an authorised financial adviser, or to independently decide that this policy is appropriate for you based upon your own judgment and understanding
of your financial needs. Just Retirement Life (South Africa) Limited (Just) is a licensed long-term insurer and an authorised Financial Services Provider, with FSP
number 46423. Just is a wholly owned subsidiary of Just Group Plc. Additional information about Just, our products, including brochures, application forms and
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fund fact sheets, can be obtained from Just and from our website: www.justsa.co.za

